GRANITE STAGES AT LEUCHARS 2018
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1 – AMENDMENTS TO SUPPLEMENTARY REGULATIONS

Item 8  Single venue multi stage rally consisting of 10 stages totalling 55 miles for Senior participants and 11 stages totalling 42 miles for Junior participants, wholly within the confines of Leuchars Army Base.

Item 9  The start lights will operate on the following change sequence:

15 seconds to go       Red light on
10 seconds to go       Red and Amber lights on
5 seconds to go        Red light goes out and countdown of amber lights begins
0                      Green light on

This sequence will be repeated every 30 seconds,
Junior Crews will start all stages at 30 second intervals.

Item 10 Videos of the first 2 stages will no longer be available.

Item 12 Refuelling will be carried out in individual service bays.

Item 15 There will be no awards for Ecosse C2 Class. There will be an award for first ADMC Crew.

Item 19 MSA Steward will be Jonathan Lord, Steve Turnbull will be a Trainee MSA Steward and Club Stewards Ian Gemmell and Peter Weall.

Item 28 Maximum total lateness for the event is 5 minutes.
Item 29 All references to “Exclusion” will be removed, Penalties will be applied as per Chart 32.2, page 334 of the 2018 MSA Year Book. Lateness will be reduced to 5 minutes.

2 – DOCUMENTATION AND SIGNING ON

Competitors are reminded that they must complete the competitors’ Documentation at Signing On and the full administrative process must be completed before they will be allowed to start. It is the competitors’ responsibility to ensure that their information is processed fully.

Following the successful completion of Noise Check, Scrutineering and Documentation each competitor will be issued with their stage maps. Time cards will not be issued until after the Crew Briefing which is mandatory for all competing crews and will take place in the ‘signing on hangar’ at 08:00.

Rally HQ location TBC but will probably be located within the same Hangar as Scrutineering/Signing on.

An access map showing the location of the Service Area, Noise Check, Scrutineering, Rally HQ and Catering Facilities is at Appendix 2.

3 – SCRUTINEERING

Scrutineering will be available from 16:00 to 19:45 on Friday evening and from 07:00 to 08:00 on Saturday morning. Any competitor wishing to attend scrutineering on Friday evening must contact Willie Greig on 07703 436023 to book a time.

SCRUTINEERING WILL TAKE PLACE IN THE HANGAR NEAREST TO THE SERVICE AREA WITH NOISE CHECK AT THE WESTERN (LEFT HAND END) OF THIS HANGAR.

4 – SERVICE AREA

A reminder that all servicing must be conducted on an environmental groundsheet and refuelling will be carried out in each individual service bay providing all safety measures are adhered to, in particular no smoking within 15 metres and that the car is switched off with no one inside. Any spills, no matter how small, are to be cleaned up immediately and reported to Rally HQ. No pins are to be used to hold down any items of equipment or service awnings.

Rally cars and trailers may be left in the service area over Friday night but there are no facilities for camping or motor homes.

Competitors are reminded that they may be held responsible for the actions of their attendants and all non competing vehicles and personnel must remain within the service area at all times.

5 – START TIMES

Start times will be displayed on the notice board in Rally HQ. First car away will be 08:30 for both senior rally and junior rally.
6 – COMPETITOR LIAISON OFFICER (CLO)

Nicola Ritchie is the CLO (07990 732390) and will be available to help competitors throughout the event.

7 – BASE ACCESS INSTRUCTIONS

Follow signs for Military Traffic from the A919 Dundee to St Andrews road, DO NOT ATTEMPT TO DRIVE THROUGH Leuchars village, enter the airfield via Crash Gate 9 which will be arrowed from the A919 Leuchars to Guardbridge road.
Crash Gate 9 will be open:
Friday from 15:00 to 20:30, Saturday from 06:30 to 08:30 and again after the rally is finished times TBD

REMEMBER EVERYONE ENTERING LEUCHARS BASE FOR THE GRANITE STAGES MUST CARRY PHOTO ID AT ALL TIMES.

8 – AMENDMENTS TO STAGE DIAGRAMS

Amendments to stage diagrams will be shown on the Master Stage Diagrams on the notice board in the signing on hangar. It is the responsibility of individual competitors to ensure their stage diagrams are amended correctly.